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Repeatedly within their own testimony, the JSC-represented claimants acknowledge that
they are not the owners of copyright to some or all of their claimed programming.
Notwithstanding, following the receipt of discovery requests pointedly asking for documents
substantiating either their engagement by the underlying copyright owners, or their own
ownership of the copyright for claimed programming, the JSC comprehensively informed IPG
that no such documentation exists. That is, the JSC offer no more than the uncorroborated
testimony of its sponsored witnesses in order to establish the JSC’s entitlement to all
retransmission royalties attributable to all professional baseball, basketball, football, and hockey
telecasts, and all collegiate sporting event broadcasts.
As remarkable as this may sound, this is what has occurred. Not a single agreement
between a JSC-represented claimant has been produced. Not a single item of correspondence has
been produced. Not a single television contract reserving the broadcast copyright to a JSCrepresented claimant has been produced. Not a single copyright registration has been produced.
Literally, the JSC have relied exclusively on the “professional knowledge and experience” of its
witnesses, and no more.
Whether the JSC response is because the JSC-represented claimants are unable to prove
their entitlement, or were simply remiss in their obligations in these proceedings, IPG does not
know. What IPG does know, however, is that the JSC-represented claimants have universally
failed to demonstrate that they have been engaged by the entities that they admit to be the
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underlying copyright owners, and that they have universally failed to demonstrate that they even
retain the copyright to programming that they purport to own.
The ruling of the Judges in these proceedings, and the Judges’ predecessors in prior
proceedings, have been unequivocal on this point. The JSC’s uncorroborated testimony is
insufficient to substantiate an agent’s entitlement to act on behalf of a copyright owner, and by
derivation, insufficient to substantiate a claim of copyright ownership. On such precedent, which
was painfully applied to IPG in these proceedings, the vast bulk of the JSC claims must be
dismissed.
I.

THE JSC CLAIMANTS HAVE FAILED TO SUBSTANTIATE THEIR
ENTITLEMENT TO THE VAST MAJORITY OF SPORTS PROGRAMMING
ROYALTIES TO WHICH THEY ARE MAKING CLAIM.
Almost universally, the JSC-represented claimants acknowledge that they are not the

owners of copyright to some or all of their claimed programming. Each purports to have been
provided the authority to act on the behalf of professional sports teams or collegiate institutions,
either by simply being “entrusted” with such responsibility, or by agreement, or else by having
acquired a copyright interest by means of agreement. That is, most are acting as non-owner
“agents” of the actual copyright owners of such programming.
Seeking to confirm the extent of their engagement as an agent or transferee of the actual
copyright owners, IPG requested documents underlying their various engagements. Without
exception, not a single agreement or item of correspondence was produced. Each of the noncopyright owner JSC-represented claimants asserted that their entitlement to represent the
interests of the actual copyright owners was based solely on their designated witness’
“professional knowledge and experience.” Even though each of the JSC-represented claimants
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represent between 12 and 32 underlying copyright owners, none of them were able to produce
documentary evidence thereof.1
In fact, IPG’s investigation into the matter found evidence consistent with the fact that the
only JSC-represented claimant that actual retains the status of copyright owner is the NFL
(though not for pre-season games). Specifically, with the exception of the NFL, none of the JSCrepresented claimants file copyright registrations for the programming for which they are now
making claim. No doubt storied American sports franchises such as the Boston Celtics, New
York Yankees and Green Bay Packers possess claims on the royalties at issue. However, there is
nothing before the Judges to corroborate the JSC’s witness’ claim that the JSC is the specific
entity entitled to make claims for those storied franchises.
Because of the significance of such revelation, the following shall specifically address the
purported authority by which each of the JSC-represented claimants makes claim in these
proceedings, and demonstrate that each JSC-represented claimant has provided nothing more
than uncorroborated testimony as to such authority. Based on the March 21, 2013 ruling of the
Judges pursuant to which the Judges found that uncorroborated testimony is insufficient to
substantiate an agent’s entitlement to act on behalf of a copyright owner, each such JSCrepresented claimant’s claim must fail either in their entirety, or in part.
A.

Major League Baseball broadcasts.

The JSC present Thomas Ostertag as a witness for the Commissioner of Baseball dba

1 In fact, the NCAA witness purports that the NCAA represents “over 1,000” colleges and universities, yet could
not even attest that such entities had engaged the NCAA in any manner to act as their designated agent for the filing
of claims or collection of cable retransmission royalties. See infra. In fact, review of the 2000-2003 NCAA filings,
##430, 409, 457 and 454, respectively, reveals that the NCAA only purports to represent 17-20 collegiate
conferences, and 63-122 collegiate institutions, for any given year.
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Major League Baseball (“BOC”). According to Mr. Ostertag, the BOC owns the copyright to
certain unidentified (other than the World Series and All-Star Games) professional baseball
games broadcast on the Fox Network.2 However, the individual professional baseball teams
retain the copyright ownership to telecasts of their games, including broadcasts on WGN
Chicago.3
According to Mr. Ostertag, the associated professional baseball teams have authorized the
BOC to file claims for cable retransmission royalties “for more than thirty years”, including by
means of acknowledgment of such authority in the “Major League Constitution”.
Notwithstanding, the BOC was unable to produce a single shred of evidence of the
foregoing - - not one agreement, not one piece of correspondence, not the “Major League
Constitution”. Specifically, in response to IPG’s request for documents substantiating the BOC’s
authority, set forth below, the BOC simply stated that its authority was based on the
“professional knowledge and experience” of Mr. Ostertag. IPG’s request and the JSC’s response,
was as follows:

2

Testimony of Ostertag, JSC Written Direct Statement, at para.2.

3 Testimony of Ostertag, at para.3. Mr. Ostertag goes so far as to state that the BOC reviews the licensing
contracts of the professional baseball team telecasts to confirm that such teams retain the copyright ownership.
Notwithstanding, no greater specificity was provided in response to discovery, or otherwise, in order to clarify which
broadcasts are BOC-owned versus owned by individual professional baseball teams.
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See IPG Exh.R-1 at p.3.
Moreover, a review of the public records in the U.S. Copyright Office reveals that the
BOC, despite claiming copyright to the broadcast to all professional baseball games on the Fox
Network from 2000-2003 has, in fact, only filed a handful of copyright registrations for games
occurring during this timeframe. See IPG Exh. R-2. By contrast, scores of copyright
registrations exist in the name of various professional baseball teams during the same timeframe.
See, e.g., IPG Exh. R-3. IPG also requested all documents underlying Mr. Ostertag’s
representation that the BOC retained the copyright to all Fox Network broadcasts of professional
baseball and, again, the only response was that such assertion was based on Mr. Ostertag’s
“professional knowledge and experience”, i.e., not a shred of documentary evidence exists. See
IPG Exh. R-1 at p.3, para.4. Reasonable questions therefore arise as to Mr. Ostertag’s
uncorroborated assertion that the BOC own the copyright to all Fox Network broadcasts of
professional baseball, from 2000 to 2003.
As the Judges made clear in their March 21, 2013 order striking numerous IPG claims - uncorroborated testimony is insufficient to substantiate an agent’s entitlement to act on behalf of
a copyright owner. Moreover, by the same logic uncorroborated assertions of copyright
ownership should reasonably fail. On such basis, the claims made by the BOC to professional
baseball game programming must fail, particularly those broadcasts admittedly owned by third
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parties. That is, all professional baseball broadcast claims made by the BOC must be dismissed.
B.

National Basketball Association and Women’s National Basketball
Association broadcasts.

The JSC present William Koenig as a witness for the National Basketball Association
(“NBA”) and the Women’s National Basketball Association Enterprises, LLC (“WNBAE”).
According to Mr. Koenig, the NBA owns the copyright to all broadcasts of NBA professional
basketball games, and WNBAE owns the copyright to all broadcasts of WNBA professional
basketball games. Mr. Koenig acknowledges that WNBAE is a separate legal entity from the
WNBA, and characterizes WNBAE as “an affiliate” of WNBA, without further clarification. See
Koenig Testimony, JSC Written Direct Statement, at p.2, para 4.
Notwithstanding, when IPG requested documents underlying Mr. Koenig’s assertion of
the same, the forthcoming response was that such statements were based exclusively on Mr.
Koenig’s “professional knowledge and experience.” See IPG Exh. R-1 at pp.4-5, paras.14, 15.
To clarify, not a shred of evidence could be produced to substantiate such assertions - - not an
agreement, not a piece of correspondence, nothing.
In fact, Mr. Koenig even goes so far as to represent that a resolution was passed and
incorporated into the NBA By-Laws requiring that the copyright in men’s professional basketball
game telecasts be retained by the NBA, as opposed to its member teams. Mr. Koenig also
represents that each and every agreement for the telecasting of men’s professional basketball
games contains a provision reserving the copyright to the NBA. Mr. Koenig also represents that
each of the WNBA-affiliated professional basketball teams have entered into an agreement
granting the copyright in their women’s professional basketball game broadcasts to the
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WNBAE.4 Notwithstanding, and while it would have been a simple task to substantiate, the
NBA failed to produce such By-Laws, or even a single example of a contract expressing that the
telecast copyright would be held by the NBA, and failed to present the “agreement” that was
claimed to have been entered into by each and every WNBA-affiliated basketball team.
Specifically, IPG’s request and the JSC response, were as follows:

See IPG Exh. R-1 at pp.4-5, paras.14, 15.
Literally, the NBA’s entire substantiation for its claim to own the broadcasts to NBA-

4 Actually, Mr. Koenig cites to the ostensible agreement, but then inserts the reference “[WNBAE]” in the critical
phrase granting copyright ownership. It is unclear whether such reference to “[WNBAE]” was intended by Mr.
Koenig to clarify that the reference to “Media Company” was actually a reference to the WNBAE, or whether some
other reference was taken out of the ostensible agreement. As discussed above, IPG cannot make this determination
because the JSC failed to actually produce the alleged “agreement”.
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affiliated teams, as opposed to the NBA member teams, is the “professional knowledge and
experience” of Mr. Koenig. See IPG Exh. R-1 at p.4, para.14. Literally, the WNBAE’s entire
substantiation for its claim to own the broadcasts to WNBA-affiliated teams, as opposed to the
WNBA member teams, is the “professional knowledge and experience” of Mr. Koenig. See IPG
Exh. R-1 at p.5, para.15. Obviously, such “evidence” falls far short of what would be acceptable
in a court of law, and far short of what the Judges should accept.
Reasonable questions therefore arise as to Mr. Koenig’s uncorroborated assertion that the
NBA and WNBAE own the copyright to all broadcasts of NBA and WNBA professional
basketball games. If the NBA and WNBAE were the owner of all such broadcasts, some form of
documentary evidence would reflect such fact. Nonetheless, none was produced. Moreover, a
review of the public records in the U.S. Copyright Office reveals that the NBA, despite claiming
copyright to the broadcast to all professional basketball games from 2000-2003 has, in fact, only
filed a single copyright registration for a single game occurring during this timeframe. See IPG
Exh. R-4. The WNBAE, while making a variety of copyright registrations for works it claims,
has never filed a copyright registration for a single game occurring during this timeframe. See
IPG Exh. R-5.
As the Judges made clear in their March 21, 2013 order - - uncorroborated testimony is
insufficient to substantiate an agent’s entitlement to act on behalf of a copyright owner. By the
same logic uncorroborated assertions of copyright ownership should reasonably fail. Whether
because it is unable to prove its entitlement, or was simply remiss in its obligations in these
proceedings, the NBA and WNBAE have failed to demonstrate that they retain the copyright to
NBA-affiliate and WNBA-affiliate member professional basketball game telecasts, or that the
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NBA and WNBA member teams have authorized the NBA and WNBAE to act in their stead.
On such basis, the claims made by the NBA and WNBAE to professional basketball game
programming must fail. That is, all professional basketball broadcast claims made by the NBA
and WNBAE must be dismissed.

C.

National Football League broadcasts.

The JSC present Gary Gertzog as a witness for the National Football League (“NFL”).
According to Mr. Gertzog, the NFL retained copyright to 200 regular season and post-season
games, but that the “individual NFL members retain the copyright” to more than 60 pre-season
games.5 That is, and without further clarification, Mr. Gertzog acknowledges that in certain
circumstances the professional football teams own the broadcast copyright, and in certain
circumstances the NFL league owns the broadcast copyright to professional football game
telecasts. Nevertheless, Mr. Gertzog does not even assert that the NFL has been formally
engaged by its member teams to collect cable retransmission royalties in those circumstances in
which the member team owns the copyright. Rather, Mr. Gertzog merely asserts that the member
teams have “entrusted the NFL with the responsibility” of such collection.6
Notwithstanding, when IPG requested documents underlying Mr. Gertzog’s assertions,
the forthcoming response was that such statements were based exclusively on Mr. Gertzog’s
“professional knowledge and experience.” See IPG Exh. R-1 at pp.5-6, paras.18-22. To clarify,
not a shred of evidence could be produced to substantiate such assertions - - not an agreement,

5

See Gertzog Testimony, JSC Written Direct Statement, at para.3.

6

See Gertzog Testimony at para.3.
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not a piece of correspondence, nothing.
Specifically, IPG’s requests, and the JSC’s responses, as regards the NFL’s authority to
represent individual team members’ interests, are as follows:

See IPG Exh. R-1 at pp.5-6, paras.20-22.
While acknowledging that certain professional football game broadcasts are not even
owned by the NFL, IPG is left with no information to substantiate that the professional teams
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have actually agreed to have the NFL make claim for their pre-season game programming.
Again, not one agreement exists between the NFL and any one of thirty-two (32) teams, and not
one piece of correspondence exists to confirm the NFL’s ostensible engagement.
Literally, the NFL’s entire substantiation for its authority to represent the interests of thirty-two
professional football teams’ broadcast rights (when broadcast copyrights are Team-owned) is the
“professional knowledge and experience” of Mr. Gertzog. See IPG Exh. R-1 at pp.5-6, paras.2022. Obviously, such “evidence” falls far short of what would be acceptable in a court of law, and
far short of what the Judges should accept.
As the Judges made clear in their March 21, 2013 order - - uncorroborated testimony is
insufficient to substantiate an agent’s entitlement to act on behalf of a copyright owner. Whether
because it is unable to prove its entitlement, or was simply remiss in its obligations in these
proceedings, the NFL has failed to demonstrate that any professional football team has
authorized the NFL to act in their stead. On such basis, the claims made by the NFL to preseason professional football programming must fail. That is, all pre-season professional football
game broadcast claims made by the NFL must be dismissed.7

D.

National Hockey League broadcasts.

The JSC present John Tortora as a witness for the National Hockey League (“NHL”).
According to Mr. Tortora, the NHL “reviewed the licensing agreements to ensure that the

7 Although the NFL failed to provide any documentation to substantiate its ownership of NFL regular season and
post-season games, contrary to IPG’s independent investigation of copyrights claimed by the MLB, NBA, WNBAE,
NHL, IPG’s independent investigation has satisfied IPG that the NFL does retain its claimed copyrights.
Specifically, the NFL has regularly filed unconflicted copyright registrations as to warrant the presumption that the
NFL retains such copyright interests. As such, IPG does not challenge the NFL’s entitlement to make claim to
regular season and post-season professional football game broadcasts.
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copyrights in such telecasts remained with the NHL members or the [NHL] itself.”8 That is, and
without further clarification, Mr. Tortora acknowledges that in certain unidentified circumstances
the professional hockey teams own the broadcast copyright, and in certain unidentified
circumstances the NHL league owns the broadcast copyright to professional hockey game
telecasts. Moreover, Mr. Tortora does not even assert that the NHL has been formally engaged
by its member teams to collect cable retransmission royalties in those circumstances in which the
member team owns the copyright. Rather, Mr. Tortora merely asserts that the NHL has been
“entrusted with the responsibility” of such collection.9
Notwithstanding, when IPG requested documents underlying Mr. Tortora’s assertions, the
forthcoming response was that such statements were based exclusively on Mr. Tortora’s
“professional knowledge and experience.” See IPG Exh. R-1 at pp.6-7, paras. 26, 27. To clarify,
not a shred of evidence could be produced to substantiate such assertions - - not an agreement,
not a piece of correspondence, nothing.
Specifically, IPG’s requests, and the JSC’s responses, are as follows:

8

See Tortora Testimony, JSC Written Direct Statement, at para.3.

9

See Tortora Testimony at para.3.
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See IPG Exh. R-1 at pp.6-7, paras. 26, 27.
While acknowledging that certain hockey game broadcasts are not even owned by the
NHL, the NHL further failed to produce any information documenting (or even listing) which
hockey games are owned by the NHL versus the professional hockey teams individually. IPG is
therefore left with no information on which to segregate NHL-owned versus Team-owned
broadcasts. Moreover, IPG is left with no information to substantiate that the professional teams
have actually agreed to have the NHL make claim for their programming. Again, not one
agreement exists between the NHL and any one of thirty (30) teams, and not one piece of
correspondence exists to confirm the NHL’s ostensible engagement.
Literally, the NHL’s entire substantiation for its claim to own the broadcasts to certain
professional hockey game broadcasts is the “professional knowledge and experience” of Mr.
Tortora. Further, the NHL’s entire substantiation for its authority to represent the interests of
thirty (30) professional hockey teams’ broadcast rights (when broadcast copyrights are Teamowned) is the “professional knowledge and experience” of Mr. Tortora.. See IPG Exh. R-1 at
pp.6-7, paras.26, 27. Obviously, such “evidence” falls far short of what would be acceptable in a
court of law, and far short of what the Judges should accept.
Reasonable questions therefore arise as to Mr. Tortora’s uncorroborated assertion that the
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NHL owns the copyright to any professional hockey game broadcasts. If the NHL were the
owner of all such broadcasts, some form of documentary evidence would reflect such fact.
Nonetheless, none was produced. Moreover, a review of the public records in the U.S. Copyright
Office reveals that the NHL, despite claiming copyright to the broadcast to certain professional
hockey games from 2000-2003 has, in fact, never filed a single copyright registration therefor.
See IPG Exh. R-6.
As the Judges made clear in their March 21, 2013 order - - uncorroborated testimony is
insufficient to substantiate an agent’s entitlement to act on behalf of a copyright owner. By the
same logic uncorroborated assertions of copyright ownership should reasonably fail. Whether
because it is unable to prove its entitlement, or was simply remiss in its obligations in these
proceedings, the NHL has failed to demonstrate that it retains the copyright to any professional
hockey game telecasts, or that any professional hockey team has authorized the NHL to act in
their stead. On such basis, the claims made by the NHL to professional hockey programming
must fail. That is, all professional hockey broadcast claims made by the NHL must be dismissed.

E.

National Collegiate Athletic Association broadcasts.
1. The JSC has failed to substantiate a right of the NCAA to
make claims on behalf of it “member institutions”.

The JSC present Scott Bearby as a witness for the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (“NCAA”). According to Mr. Bearby:
“The NCAA filed with the Copyright Office for 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2003
claims for cable royalties, respectively, on its own behalf and on behalf of its
member institutions that authorized the NCAA to file claims on their behalf, as
identified in those claims.”
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Bearby Testimony, JSC Written Direct Statement, at para.3 (emphasis added).
As regards the issue of copyright ownership, Mr. Bearby states the following in his
testimony:
“In some instances, individual colleges or universities have licensed others the
rights to televise athletic events involving those institutions and have retained the
rights to collect the compulsory licensing royalties attributable to those telecasts.
In other cases, conferences comprised of a number of universities or colleges
(such as the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC)) have licensed the telecast rights
and retained the right to collect the compulsory licensing royalties. The NCAA
also owns the copyright to certain telecasts.”
Bearby Testimony at para.3.
As such, the NCAA indicates that certain yet-to-be identified member institutions have
engaged the NCAA, and that the NCAA is making claim for programming owned both by the
NCAA and certain of its represented member institutions. However, while asserting that the
NCAA’s active membership “includes over 1,000 institutions of higher education”, at no point in
the process does the NCAA actually identify which of its member institutions “authorized the
NCAA to file claims on their behalf”,10 or the programming for which the NCAA is making
claim.11
Seeking to determine these facts, IPG submitted requests for all documents underlying
these statements. Specifically, IPG’s requests, and the JSC’s responses, are as follows:

10 IPG’s own investigation revealed that the NCAA’s “July claims” listed far, far fewer than its “1,000” member
institutions, and only lists between 17-20 collegiate conferences, and 63-122 collegiate institutions, for any given
year. See claim nos. 430, 409, 457 and 454, respectively, for 2000-2003.
11 The only exception is in paragraph 2 of Mr. Bearby’s testimony, whereby he states that the NCAA makes claim
for the NCAA Men’s and Women’s Division I Basketball Championships. See Bearby Testimony at para.2.
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See IPG Exh. R-1 at pp.7-8, paras. 32-35.
As is demonstrated, the sum documentary response was to direct IPG to JSC exhibits
listing the cable claimants for 2000-2003, which lists only identify the NCAA as a claimant and
do not list any member institutions purportedly-represented by the NCAA. While acknowledging
that many college sporting event broadcasts are not even owned by the NCAA, the NCAA
further failed to produce any information documenting (or even listing) which broadcast events
are owned by the NCAA versus the yet-to-be-identified member institutions. IPG is therefore
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left with no information on which to segregate NCAA-owned versus Institution-owned
broadcasts. Moreover, IPG is left with no information to substantiate that any collegiate
institution has actually agreed to have the NCAA make claim for their programming. Again, not
one agreement exists between the NCAA and any one of “1,000 member institutions”, and not
one piece of correspondence exists to confirm the NCAA’s ostensible engagement.
Literally, the NCAA’s entire substantiation for its claim to own the broadcasts to certain
collegiate sporting event broadcasts is the “professional knowledge and experience” of Mr.
Bearby. Further, the NCAA’s entire substantiation for its authority to represent the interests of
yet-to-be-identified institution’s broadcast rights (when broadcast copyrights are Institutionowned) is the “professional knowledge and experience” of Mr. Bearby. See IPG Exh. R-1 at
pp.7-8, paras.32-35. Obviously, such “evidence” falls far short of what would be acceptable in a
court of law, and far short of what the Judges should accept.
Reasonable questions therefore arise as to Mr. Bearby’s uncorroborated assertion that the
NCAA owns the copyright to any collegiate sporting events. If the NCAA were the owner of any
such broadcasts, some form of documentary evidence would reflect such fact. Nonetheless, none
was produced. Moreover, a review of the public records in the U.S. Copyright Office reveals that
the NCAA, despite claiming copyright to the broadcast to the NCAA men’s and women’s
Division I Basketball Championships, did not start making claim for such broadcasts until the
2009 broadcasts. See IPG Exh. R-7.
2. The NCAA has additionally failed to identify its claimed
programs and broadcasts, and such broadcasts cannot be
discerned within IPG’s data.
Notwithstanding, even as amongst the other JSC-represented claimants, the NCAA
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presents a unique situation. As will be discussed infra, the JSC have submitted a “one-station”
analysis that only identifies JSC-claimed programming on WGN. Review of that WGN data
demonstrates no broadcasts of college sporting events, nor has the JSC produced any listing of
NCAA-claimed programming. (See IPG Exh. R-1 at pp.7-8, paras. 33-35, above.) That is, while
the NCAA asserts that it is entitled to collect retransmission royalties for itself and various yetto-be identified institutions, at no point in these proceedings has the JSC or NCAA actually
identified such claimed programming.
In the course of IPG’s preparation of its sports programming database, IPG purposely
erred on the side of being overinclusive of JSC-represented programming, in order to
conservatively set a minimum value for IPG’s programming. As regards potential claims
attributable to the NCAA, IPG permissively included any broadcast of a college sport, e.g.,
broadcasts entitled “college football”. Notwithstanding, the failure of the NCAA to substantiate
any engagement in these proceedings by any member institution, and failure of the NCAA to
identify any of its claimed programming (either by title or broadcast), requires IPG to scale back
the programming IPG permissively attributed to the NCAA, and only attribute programming to
the NCAA that is clearly attributable to the NCAA.
Predictably, the JSC will argue that any broadcast generally indicated to be of a college
sporting event should be attributed to the NCAA. Such attribution would be in error. Initially,
the NCAA appears to acknowledge that not each of its “1,000” affiliated institutions has engaged
the NCAA. Moreover, and as is well known, the NCAA is not the only collegiate sporting
association existent in the U.S. and Canada, and large competing organizations also exist. For
example, the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (“NAIA”) is one such collegiate
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organization, and has approximately 300 member institutions. (See, e.g., IPG Exh. R-8.)
Broadcasts of sporting events for these non-NCAA-affiliated institutions are titled in IPG’s data
no differently than NCAA-affiliated institution broadcasts. To be certain then, the NCAA cannot
reasonably make claim for a broadcast simply because it is labeled “college basketball”, “college
football”, “college volleyball”, etc., nor has the NCAA even attempted to discriminate as to
which sporting event broadcasts it is making claim.
As the Judges made clear in their March 21, 2013 order - - uncorroborated testimony is
insufficient to substantiate an agent’s entitlement to act on behalf of a copyright owner. By the
same logic uncorroborated assertions of copyright ownership should reasonably fail. Whether
because it is unable to prove its entitlement, or was simply remiss in its obligations in these
proceedings, the NCAA has failed to demonstrate that it retains the copyright to any collegiate
sporting event telecasts, or that any NCAA affiliated institution has authorized the NCAA to act
in their stead. Moreover, even for whatever programming it intended to make claim, the NCAA
has failed to identify such programming in any reasonable manner, nor can such identity be
divined by IPG based on IPG’s available data. On such basis, the claims made by the NCAA to
any collegiate sporting event broadcast must fail. That is, all collegiate sporting event broadcast
claims made by the NCAA must be dismissed.
II.

THE JSC HAVE PRESENTED NO VALID METHODOLOGY FOR THE
DISTRIBUTION OF 2000-2003 SPORTS PROGRAMMING ROYALTIES.
A. The JSC analysis, to the extent that it relies on the Bortz cable operator
surveys, relies on a Phase I surveys that include no program-by-program
data, nor can any Phase II conclusions be drawn therefrom. Further, the
Bortz cable operator surveys relate to programming that is only a portion of
the sports programming category.
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Without explanation, the JSC offer the Phase I Bortz cable operator surveys, which
allocate royalties into larger Phase I categories, for its Phase II analysis. Such Phase I study does
not provide any allocation on a program-by-program basis and, therefore, is particularly ill-suited
for Phase II purposes. In fact, such fact is even acknowledged in the testimony of James
Trautman, the sponsoring witness, when he states:
“Thus, the Bortz surveys do not provide a precise basis for determining the
relative value of JSC programming as compared to any other programming within
the sports category.”
Trautman Testimony, JSC Written Direct Statement, at p.9.
While Mr. Trautman asserts that the Bortz surveys do not provide a “precise” basis for
program-by-program comparison, the surveys really do not provide any basis for program-byprogram comparison. The surveys do not clarify in any fashion, any allocation on a program-byprogram basis, and the JSC’s tortured attempt to apply such surveys to a Phase II analysis quickly
reveals the irrelevance of such surveys. In sum, the Bortz surveys provide no means of assessing
the relative value of a Chicago Bears-Detroit Lions football game versus a U.S. Olympic Trials
Women’s Beach Volleyball match.
In any event, the Bortz surveys error in another significant manner by relying on a
definition of “sports programming” that was negotiated by the JSC for the purpose of excluding
all sports programming other than JSC-controlled sports programming. See Trautman Testimony
at Exh. D. Such inconvenient fact is highlighted by the evidence submitted to the Judges in the
preliminary hearing, whereby it was made clear that the category definitions utilized by the JSC,
and the Bortz surveys, were artificially constructed, and are not a matter of established law. Such
fact was keenly observed by Chief Judge Sledge, and even acknowledged by JSC counsel in prior
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2000-2003 Phase I proceedings,12 and such dialogue is referred to in the Judges March 21, 2013
Order. Of course, any surveys that utilize a definition of “sports programming” that is designed
to only include JSC-controlled programming will necessarily conclude that all value to “sports
programming” is JSC-controlled. Little significance can be given to such machinations.

1. The JSC analysis is based on only one station, WGN, and disregards
800-900 distant retransmitted stations.

At its core, the distribution methodology offered by the JSC is, literally, a one-station
study. It asks the CRB to ignore all data for all distant retransmitted stations from 2000 to 2003,
and only look at the data for WGN Chicago.13 The circular reasoning proffered by the JSC is
that, because only JSC-represented programming appears on WGN, such fact warrants an award
of sports programming royalties exclusively to the JSC.
WGN Chicago is by all accounts the most significant distant retransmitted station for
2000 to 2003, and IPG readily acknowledges that IPG-claimed broadcasts do not appear nor ever
have appeared on that one station.14 However, for any given year WGN only accounts for 4648% of the subscribers receiving distant retransmitted signals, and 59-61% of the royalties
attributable to distant retransmissions. Put another way, the JSC methodology does not account
for 52-54% of the subscribers receiving distant retransmitted signals, and 39-41% of the royalties

12

See Transcript of Proceedings, 2008-2 CRB CD 2000-2003, at 41-43.

13

During 2000-2003, there were 895, 876, 930 and 970, distantly retransmitted stations, respectively.

14 Even prior to the Judges’ March 21, 2013 ruling dismissing IPG’s claims for programming owned by
Federation Internationale de Football Association, IPG did not assert that any of its claimed programming appeared
on WGN Chicago. Such fact, however, does not dismiss that FIFA World Cup Soccer broadcasts are the most
significantly broadcast sporting event in the world, and are extensively broadcast in the United States.
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attributable to distant retransmissions.15
While no one can deny that WGN’s numbers are impressive, the base logic of the JSC
methodology fails and, charitably speaking, is evidently not a legitimate distribution
methodology for which any significant effort was made to construct.16 In fact, the irony of the
JSC’s proposed methodology is that the only JSC-represented claimants with WGN program
broadcasts during 2000-2003 are Major League Baseball and the National Basketball
Association. Specifically, the JSC’s own witness testimony establishes that the only WGN
broadcasts are of three professional sports teams - - the Chicago Cubs, the Chicago White Sox,
and the Chicago Bulls.17 That is, according to the JSC’s own methodology, there is no value to
any distant retransmitted broadcasts controlled by the other JSC-represented claimants;
specifically, the NFL, the WNBAE, the NHL, and the NCAA would each be attributed no value
for their claimed distant retransmitted broadcasts (whatever those broadcasts may be), nor would
there be any value other than for three professional sports teams.
By no means does the JSC written direct case suggest that the retransmitted broadcasts
for the NFL, WNBAE, NHL and NCAA, or all professional sports teams other than three
Chicago teams, should be accorded no value. Nevertheless, this does not stop the JSC from
making such assertion as against IPG programming, and proposing a methodology to IPG
programs that the JSC is not willing to apply to the broadcasts of its own represented claimants.

15 Such figures equal 35-38 Million distant subscribers, and $32-39 Million distant retransmission fees, for each
of the years 2000-2003.
16 In fact, when IPG requested documents reflecting cable retransmitted broadcasts of JSC programming during
2000-2003, the JSC objected and produced no documents. See Exhibit R-1 at para. 67.
17

See Trautman Testimony, JSC Written Direct Statement, at Exh.G.
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For the foregoing reasons, the JSC “one-station analysis” should be disregarded for its
obvious failure to consider a substantial portion of the retransmitted broadcasts and distant
retransmission fees.
2. The JSC relies on third-party analyses that are inadmissible
according to CRB regulations and, in any event, provide no relevant
information relating to the 2000-2003 proceedings.
The only other data-based argument that the JSC make in order to rationalize an award of
100% of the sports programming royalties to the JSC is to reference (i) other parties’ studies, (ii)
from other proceedings, (iii) relating to years other than 2000-2003, (iv) regarding unweighted
broadcast minutes. Specifically, the JSC cite to a study conducted by the Commercial Television
Claimants in the 1998-99 Phase I proceedings, and a study conducted by the MPAA in the 200405 Phase I proceedings (that itself relied on data acquired from the Commercial Television
Claimants), which simply “count the minutes” of JSC sports programming during 1998-99 and
2004-05.18 As such, those third-party “hearsay” analyses do not even consider whether a
particular minute of broadcast is being retransmitted to 30 Million households versus 1,000
households. In fact, the 2004-05 “study” did not even comprehensively “count the minutes” of
sports programming for the entirety of 2004-05, but only for “42 days” in each of those years.
Moreover, such counted minutes was not of actual “sports programming”, but of sports
programming according to the narrow definition that the JSC has already attempted to artificially
impose on these proceedings, i.e., a definition that affirmatively attempts to limit all “sports
programming” to only JSC-represented sports programming. Clearly, such woefully inadequate

18

Such fact is acknowledged in the Testimony of James Trautman, at p.12.
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data, even if not otherwise suffering from such infirmities, can only serve as the basis for
conclusions relating to 1998-99 and 2004-05. They simply do not apply to the timeframe 200003, the years being considered in these proceedings.
In any event, the Judges need not even address the substantive deficiency of the thirdparty analyses submitted by the JSC. Any reference or reliance by the JSC on such third-party
analyses is prohibited by the CRB regulations and are inadmissible as such, for the simple reason
that the JSC witness, James Trautman, is not a “sponsoring witness”, i.e., he did not conduct the
studies or analyses, certainly can make no attestation about the source of data or any other aspect
of such analyses, and has failed to even meet the basic prerequisites for introduction of a study or
analysis into evidence. Literally, Mr. Trautman has simply recited the findings of such thirdparty analyses, without any familiarity with their data or processes. Specifically, the CRB
regulations state the following:
§ 351.10 Evidence.
(a) Admissibility. . . . No evidence, including exhibits, may be submitted without
a sponsoring witness, except for good cause shown.
* * *
(e) Introduction of studies and analyses. If studies or analyses are offered in
evidence, they shall state clearly the study plan, the principles and methods
underlying the study, all relevant assumptions, all variables considered in the
analysis, the techniques of data collection, the techniques of estimation and
testing, and the results of the study's actual estimates and tests presented in a
format commonly accepted within the relevant field of expertise implicated by the
study. The facts and judgments upon which conclusions are based shall be stated
clearly, together with any alternative courses of action considered. Summarized
descriptions of input data, tabulations of input data and the input data themselves
shall be retained.
37 C.F.R. Sections 351.10(a) and (e).
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For the foregoing reasons, the JSC conclusions relying on the third party analyses are, as
a matter of law, inadmissible in these proceedings. Even if such analyses were admissible, they
provide no relevant evidence relating to the program-by-program distribution of sports royalties
applicable to the 2000-03 royalty years.
3. The JSC’s “marketplace value” argument relies on inexact, subjective
information in order to reach inexact, subjective conclusions, relating
to programming that is only a portion of the sports programming
category, and ultimately makes no attempt to allocate royalties in the
sports programming category.
As its final argument, the JSC submit Mr. Trautman’s subjective opinion that the value of
JSC programming during the years 2000-2003 was “substantial and typically much higher on a
relative basis” than non-JSC sports programming. By all appearances, Mr. Trautman’s
conclusions were premature and pre-ordained, because Mr. Trautman ultimately acknowledges
that as of the writing of his testimony, he had no awareness of IPG’s sports category
programming, and could therefore draw no conclusions therefrom.19 Specifically, Mr. Trautman
stated:
“Lacking information about IPG’s programs, I cannot make a specific comparison
of the value of IPG programming, if any, to the value of JSC programming.”
Trautman Testimony at para. 28.
Moreover, and as addressed above, Mr. Trautman’s definition of “sports programming”
was the artificial definition accorded by the JSC that, effectively, limits sports programming to

19 Mr. Trautman parrots the oft-asserted contention of the JSC that IPG has “refused to identify its programming”.
See Trautman Testimony at para. 28. The Judges and the Copyright Office have three times rejected the JSC’s
insistence of obtaining a list of IPG-represented programming before the filing of written direct cases. Nonetheless,
such allegation is ironic in light of the fact that, even after the conclusion of discovery, the JSC has yet to provide
IPG with a list of either the JSC-claimed program titles, or the JSC-claimed program broadcasts, leaving IPG to
speculate as to the extent of JSC’claimed programming.
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JSC-controlled programming. Consequently, no conclusions can be drawn from Mr. Trautman’s
opinion on the subject.
Nevertheless, and as if the foregoing were not sufficient, IPG sought production of all
documents on which Mr. Trautman relied for the basis of his opinion. Without exception, Mr.
Trautman relied on third-party sources, typically internet articles, in order to form his generalized
opinion. No indication exists that Mr. Trautman had any firsthand knowledge with any of the
matters contained therein.
For the foregoing reasons, Mr. Trautman’s generalized opinion regarding the value of
JSC programming versus non-JSC programming is of no value, and cannot be reasonably
regarded.
III.

IPG’S RECALCULATED RESULTS REFLECT THAT IPG IS ENTITLED A
REVISED PERCENTAGE OF THE SPORTS PROGRAMMING CATEGORY
ROYALTIES THAN WAS ORIGINALLY ESTIMATED.

Pursuant to the distribution methodology set forth in IPG’s Written Direct Statement, as
amended, IPG has constructed two alternative sets of results based on the facts set forth above.
Initially, IPG adjusted its database to remove IPG-represented claims dismissed by the
Judges’ March 21, 2013 order. Next, IPG removed from its database any JSC-claimed
broadcasts in which the JSC acknowledged that its represented claimant did not retain the
underlying copyright, and which IPG’s independent investigation found no evidence that the JSC
claimant retained the copyright to the identified broadcasts. Notwithstanding, IPG retained in
such database those broadcasts that the JSC asserted were owned by the Office of the
Commissioner of Baseball, based solely on the specificity of such claimant’s description of its
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claim (although unsubstantiated). The results of this analysis appear as IPG Exh. R-9.
Finally, IPG removed from its database any JSC-claimed broadcasts in which the JSC
asserted were owned by the Office of Commissioner of Baseball. The results of this analysis
appear as IPG Exh. R-10.
Again, with each alternative, IPG provides three relevant figures for each annual royalty
pool; a figure derived, in part, from the number of distant subscribers of a particular station, a
figure derived, in part, from the fees generated by the distant transmission of a particular station,
and a figure blending those two figures.20
CONCLUSION
No doubt, the JSC will contend “How can anyone question whether our represented
claimants represent the parties they claim to represent?” “How can anyone question whether our
represented claimants own the copyright to the broadcasts they claim to own?” Irrespective,
whether the JSC-represented claimants are unable to prove their entitlement, or were simply
remiss in their obligations in these proceedings, they have failed to demonstrate in the most basic
sense that they represent whom they claim to represent, or that they represent the programming
they claim to represent.
By all appearances, the JSC just want IPG and the Judges to accept their representations,
without question. While advocating the scrutiny of IPG’s claims and representation, the JSC
apparently seek application of a different set of rules to their own claim. Application of the same
rules, with the same criteria articulated by the Judges in their March 21, 2013 order, leads to the
inescapable conclusion that a vast majority of the JSC claim must be gutted and subject to

20

As noted, IPG does not currently make claim for royalties attributable to calendar years 2001 or 2003.
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dismissal. No basis for distinction exists, and for such reason IPG’s recalculated distribution
figures should be invoked.
Finally, the JSC has not offered the Judges a reasonable, valid distribution methodology,
but only a “one-station” analysis and, by default, IPG’s survey of broadcasts on 200-231 stations
for any given year is the only distribution methodology that can be taken seriously for the
allocation of sports programming royalties.

Respectfully submitted,

By_______________________
Raul Galaz
May 11, 2013
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing testimony is true and correct, and of my
personal knowledge.

Executed on May 11, 2013

___________________________
Raul C. Galaz
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